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4. When orthogonal trajectories of the hypersurfaces
const, are geodesics, (1.2) reduces to the form

(4.1) ; Pg.v.+,

namely aa is a torse-forming vector field. In this ease, since vx is

proportional to z and consequently v vxB x 0, (1..6) beeome

R BBZR+g.
Thus we have

Theorem 4.1. When orthogonal trajectories of the totally
umbilical hypersurfaees e(xz) eonst, are geodesics, in order that
the hypersurfaees e(xx) eost, ae Einsteia spaces, it is necessary
and sufficient that the tensor H takes the form

H ug+ +
Cot. 1. If is a torse-forming vector field d H ugx

+gza, then the hypersurfaces (xx) = const, are Einsin spaces
Cot. 2. If an Einstein space admits a torse-forming vector

fild ,, then the hypersurfaces (xx) const, are also Einstein
spaces.

We consider next a conformally flat space admitting a torse-
forming vector field.

Differentiating (4.1) and substituting the resulted equations in
Ricci identities ;--; --R, we have

(4.2) --R (e--e.)g.--(p,-p)g.+(-).

Multiplying by z and summing for a, we have

(e +)-(e+.). o,
from which follows that +z.% is proportional to ,, that is,
2, az,--g,, where a is a certain scalar. On the other hand,
multiplying (4.2) by g and summing for and F, we have

aR, (n--1)(p-p)+zx--zxz,

Thus we obin the equations of the form
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a.,,,II?, p,, +br

where b 1 t R
n--2 t 2(n 1)

+ a (n-- 1)p--e*,}.
However, by virtue of C. 0,

(+bg,)--(.+bg,)
+pg--Pg

Comparing with (4.2), we hae

{

Consequently IIz takes the form

Hence from the theorem 4.1 we know that the hypersurfaces
const, are Einstein spaces. However since the totally umbilical

surface in a conformally flat space is also conformally flat, the
hypersurfaces e(x) = const, are conformally flat and conseouently
of constant Riemann curvature. Thus we have

Theorem 4.2. When a conformally flat space admits a torse-
forming vector field , the hypersurfaces e(x) const, are of
constant Riemann curvature (n 3).

5. The fundamental quadratic differential form of the space
admitting a torse-forming vector field is given by the form-(5.1) d82 . -2p(x ’fv(x)dxd+ (dx’)

(i, j, k = 1, 2, ..., n--l),

for a suitable coordinate system. Consequently the fundamental
tensor becomes

g" 0

where
The fundamental tensor of the hypersurfaces x const, is

equal to g,. If we denote the Christoffel symbols of the second
kind, curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and scalar curvature with
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-’ . and : respectively, we have fromrespect to
(5.1) the next equations"

nn Inn in

k og, n

lgo and {j }*xx k are Christoffel symbols with respectwhere

(5.3)

where

(5.4)



(5.7)

(5.8)

where p, are eovariant derivatives with respect to
When n 3, we ge from (5.7) readily

Theorem 5.1. In order that the space admitting a terse-form-
ing vector field a is conformally fiat, it is necessary and sufficient
that the hypersurfaces a(x) const, are of constant Riemann
curvature (n 3).

Now we consider (5.8). Without loss of generality, we may
suppose that p(x, x) 1 for some value x of x% Consequently
the fundamental tensor of the hypersurface x- x is given by
fo. By a conformal transformation g -f, we have

(5.9)

where ".a is a curvature tensor with respect to fi and
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Hence we have

(5.11) Rp- R* + 2(n--2)f p,.,

where Rj R*,, R* ]R. Furthermore, from (5,9) we have

from which follows

(5.12) 1
Pl--P.p;+--g Pwgv

Let us suppose that V is comformally flat. Since the hyper
surfaces x"= const, are Einstein spaces, we have

v :R gv
2(n-I) lgV= 2i)fv"

2(n--

Differentiating with respect to x’’,

x

(5 13)

Substituting (5.12)and (5.13) in (5.8), we obtain

from which follows the equations of the form

(5.14) 1 lrrt :k

n-- lr e,., ,: F(x)

where F(x) is a certain function of x. However, when
by virtue of p 0 and p,. 0, the left-hand member of (5.14)
vanishes and the right-hand member does not involve x". Conse-
quently (5.14) becomes
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In this case, the vector field , of the hypersurfaces x’*-- x’ is a
concircular one)

Moreover, we note t.hat when n 3 and the hypersurfaces
x’- const, are all Einstein spaces, (5.15) may be reduced from

In the case when n---3, if V is conformally fiat, from (5.8)
we know that i is a unction of x alone and consequently the
hypersurfaces x ----const. are of constant Riemann curvature.
Furthermore we get he relations (5.15). Hence we have

Theorem 5.2. In order that V which admits a torse-orming

vector field ad whose fundamental quadratic differential orm is
given by (5.1)is conformal]y flat, it is necessary and sufficient
that he hypersurfaces x-- const, are of constant Riemann cur-
vature and the relations (5.15) hold, assuming p(x, x) 1.

Furthermore from (5.8) we have
Theorem 5.3. In a space admitting a torse-forming vector

field a,, if the hypersurfaces a----const, are all Einstein spaces,
then we have
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